Stephen Dodgson Promenade
Eastbourne and Brighton
Promenade by Stephen Dodgson is a programmatic work
which imagines two people setting out on a walk along a
seaside promenade. The composer tells us ..
"Two holiday-makers at a seaside resort take an afternoon
stroll. They set out, full of joy and energy, sunl1ght
dazzling over the water, and soon come across an aviary
Resuming the promenade, a sheltered spot with an
inviting seat is reached, but the peace is abruptly
shattered by a dogfight, which causes the promenaders to
move on hurriedly, the dogs barking at their heels. Happily,
a second inviting seat is found, but the view is suddenly
shrouded by an abrupt sea-mist, dark at first, but then
dazzling. In the stillness, distant echoes of an old-worldmerry-go-round can just be made out. The homeward walk
brings it in full view, its sounds harmonising with the
evening sun. "SD
Michael Ball Music for an Island
Lindisfarne
The piece Music for an Island by Michael Ball was the
catalyst for the project as it was such a musically
descriptive and evocative work, managing to conjure a
vivid image of the Isla nd in the performers and audiences
alike.
"(PLG Young Artists} My favourite week of reviewing ..
Everyone played well, but these for me were the best. On
Wednesday, guitar duo Mark Eden and Christopher Stell
played Michael Ball's Music for an Island with clarity and
precision, their nails jagging, their fingertips softening the
Lindisfarne landscape of the piece's inspiration."

Evening Standard
A quick explanation from the composer's notes suffice to
give a general view of the piece ..
'Music for an Island is one of a number of recent pieces
whose original stimulus was the island of Lindisfarne and
the landscape and history of the Northumbrian coast. The
piece plays without a break but divides naturally into five
sections symmetrically arranged, a central slow section
flanked by two scherzos, with an introduction and coda.
The slow section attempts to convey something of the
stillness and serenity of the ruined Lindisfarne priory at
night, bathed in bright moonlight and stars. 'Orion strides
Fame', wrote Bunting. The gestures and patterns of the
two scherzos are influenced respectively by the darting
movements of the terns and by the playfulness of the
seals. The opening and closing music are a reachingacross, divided by the surge and sweep of the sea." MB
Herbert Howells Finzi's Rest
May Hill & Gloucester Cathedral
"May Hill that Gloucester dwellers 'Gainst every sunset
see" lvor Gurney
The composer Herbert Howells wrote two groups of
pieces for clavichord, with each individual piece being a
homage or character study of friends and musical
colleagues. The first, called Lambert's Clavichord, and the
second, Howell's Clavichord, have both been arranged for
the Eden Stell Guitar Duo by our guitar professor at the
Royal Academy of Music, Michael Lewin. The music's
intimate charm works beautifully on two guitars. Howells
composed Finzi's Rest the morning after hearing of Finzi's
death. My images are of May Hill in Gloucestershire,
where Finzi's ashes were scattered in 1973, and
Gloucester Cathedral, with which Howells had a life-long
connection.

May Hill in Gloucestershire is an ancient hill fort which
overlooks four counties. lt is an area of outstanding natural
beauty, which is maintained by the National Trust and is a
favourite viewpoint for locals and walkers. I tried to
capture the special light that occurs at sunrise and sunset
from May Hill and create a stream of images that illustrate
how the light changes objects and colours over the course
of a day- perhaps al luding to the span of a lifetime. The
summit of the hill has a coppice of trees within the
boundaries of the ancient earth works, which are said to
have been planted in 1887 to mark Queen Victoria's Golden
Jubi lee. Evidence suggests that these trees actually
supplemented an existing feature, but this addition has
made it a distinctive feature of the surrounding countryside.
There was much scope for me to record the light changing
on the trees, their shadows, the colour of the grass and
shape of the land .
Timothy Bowers
Fantasy on an old English Melody (arr Mark Eden)
Southwe/1 Minster & Sherwood Forest
The Leaves Be Green was a melody popular in the sixteenth
century and was used by composers such as Byrd, Woodcock,
Stoning and the lutenist John Johnson (1579-1594) as a
theme to base a fantasia or 'cantus firmus' on.
"The leaves be green, the nuts be brown
They hang so high, they will not come down."
The composer Timothy Bowers has emulated this idea ~ith
Fantasy on an old English Melody giving it a modern
treatment, but with strong musical references to the Tudor
period. Bowers' fantasy opens with the therne played in
natural harmonics which sound ghostly and skeletal.
The music quickly blossoms and proceeds to grow
organically with each variation following on and blending
into the next. In total the piece has 32 variations or
divisions which forrn an arc in the overall architecture of
the piece, growing, dymg and then receding.
lt was my intention to play on this natural cycle of growth
and decline in music using images of the great oaks in the
ancient forest of Sherwood in Nottinghamshire. I wanted to
combine this with images of the leaves of Southwell',
re liefs of stone leaves from Southwell Minster's Chapter
House, which were completed in the 13th Century by
travel ing masons. The natural intertwining of the vines and
branches in the Chapter House follow the melodic voices
and overall contrapuntal nature of the music, coupled with
the imagery of Green men that poke out from amongst the
foliage much like fragments of the theme in each variation.
The image of the 'green man' is of uncertain origin but
evidence suggests that it dates back to at least 3000 BC in
Mesopotamia and it can be found in four different types:
the 'foliate' head with the face becoming leaves, the
'uttering' head where foliage emerges from the mouth, the
'bloodsucker' head where leaves and branches sprout from
the eyes, ears and mouth, and 'Jack in the Green' where
the head is framed by foliage. Often these forms are
combinations of each other but their common basis is the
unification of man and vegetable matter, further
emphasising my theme of the cycle of life.

"In Penny Lane there is a barber showing photographs
Of every head he's had the pleasure to know.
And all the people that come and go
Stop and say hello.
Penny Lane is in my ears and in my eyes.
There beneath the blue suburban skies" (extract}
Peter Maxweii-Davies
Farewell to Stromness (arr Mark Eden)
Stromness & Yesnaby, Orkney
Farewell to Stromness was written by Peter MaxweiiDavis for piano as part of the Yellow Cake Revue- a
musical protest to proposed uranium ore mining in the
area of Yesnaby which lies no more than a few miles up
the coast from Stromness.
Stromness is a fishing port and natural harbour on the
southwestern point of the Orkney Isles that leads into
Scapa Flow The piece is divided into three sections,
the last being a restatement of the first. In the middle
minor section I wanted my images to show Stromness
empty and deserted, enhancing the simple nostalgic
melodies.
Gary Ryan Generator
Chris and I were delighted when Gary wrote a piece for
us. His music has the ability to engage you immediately,
yet still be fresh and original with further hearings. The
premier was given at the Bath International Guitar
Festival in 2005. Gary comments ..
''Generator was written especially for Mark Eden and
Chris Ste/1 and is intended to represent the sounds and
rhythms generated by machinery it was partly inspired
by HR.Giger's paintings of 'biomechanoids', half human
- half machine like creatures existing in a seemingly
bleak, dark and radioactive futurescape. These surreal
dreamscapes were the inspiration for Ridley Scott's
movie Alien, which earned Giger the 1980 Oscar for
Best Achievement for Visual Effects.

The paintings of Max Escher are also reflected via what the
artist described as 'rhythmic repetitions', the mathematical
tricks and illusions such as those used in arguably his most
famous painting The Eternal Staircase.
Generator opens with tentative sounds emerging from a
'primeval soup'- mosaic like ideas partly ordered by the
performers. These are hazy and shapeless at first but
gradually become clearer and more animated with
'electrical sparks' initiating the conception, birth and
subsequent life of the machine. The 'machine' then ignites
with seemingly unstoppable rhythmic energy until the
symmetry of malfunction, gradual decay and death
eventually brings the piece to extinction.
Generator explores many extraneous and percussive sounds
on the guitar with some references to electric guitar
techniques and incorporation of vocal effects. Both guitars
are re-tuned to B, B, D, F#, Band E, reflecting certain
elements of renaissance lute tuning and there are many
other sources of ideas which, through a kind of musical
osmosis, have filtered down into the piece. These include
free running, juggling, acrobatics, electrical circuits, neural
connections, obsessive thoughts and addictions, genetic
engineenng and cloning, the harmonic series and its
relationship to the blues scale, tribal and religious chanting,
folk music from India and America and some techniques
used in electronic dance music.
The films of the Oscar winning British director Mike Leigh
are strongly based around improvisation by the actors,
which is then in turn refined and shaped again by the
director With this in mind the title Generator is deliberately
ambiguous and much of the material in the original score is
intended to generate new ideas in the performers who then
steer certain aspects of the compositional process v1a a
musical 'natural selection' The subsequent performances of
the piece are then symbol1c of this gradual mutation and
evolution." GR
Mark Eden 2008
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Lennon & McCartney Fool on the Hill (arr Leo Brouwer)
I thought better than to add images to this well known
song, but included it as it partners Penny Lane beautifully.
Lennon & McCartney Penny Lane (arr Leo Brouwer)
Liverpool
On the surface Penny Lane itself looked quite an ordinary
road and I found it a challenge to take pictures that
immediately appealed to me. After a little while I started to
discover the more quirky and unusual side of the area,
alluding to the nosta lg ic and offbeat words of the song.
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eden stell guitar duo
The Eden Stell Guitar Duo (Mark Eden & Christopher Stell)
are one of the most innovative guitar ensembles in the world.
Their dynamic performances have won great acclaim and
delighted audiences whether they perform a baroque tran scription or a new commission
The duo have recorded six COs, performed in over 20
countries, had concerto engagements with renowned
ensembles such as the Prague Chamber Orchestra, and are
the only guitarists since Julian Bream to receive an 'Ed itor's
Choice' in Gramophone Magazine.
Mark and Chris were elected Associates of the Royal Academy
of Music in recognition of their performing achievements and
both hold teaching positions at UK music conservatoires. The
duo play Christopher Dean guitars and use D'Addario strings.
"The Eden Stell Duo are one of the best duos around. This is
a landmark recording on the guitars map" Gramophone
"The Eden Stell Guitar Duo continue to render superlatives
redundant .. .blinding virtuosity .. full of infectious vitality.
one of the greatest duos of their generation"

Classical Guitar Magazine
"Impressing further with their meticu lously precise
ensemble." The Times
"I was hanging on almost every note .. a riveting experience."

The Independent
"Mark Eden and Christopher Stell have breathed new life into
the world of the classical guitar ...Here is the future of guitar
music.". Rotterdam Oagblad

music for an island notes
The programme for Music for an Island evolved when our duo was selected to
perform in the Park Lane Group Young Artist Concert Series in 1997. This was a
wonderful opportunity for us to immerse ourselves in contemporary repertoire and
we devised a programme of original works for guitar duo by David Bedford, Stephen
Dodgson, Roland Dyens and Michael Ball. Music for an Island was the title of
Michael Ball's composition, and it took its inspiration from Holy Island, Lindisfarne,
off the coast of Northumberland. The piece was so vivid in its textures and soundscapes that it conjured a strong image in my mind of the Island, even though I had
never visited it. There was also something distinctly poetic about the title that
captured my imagination and led me, almost ten years later, to return to this theme
and create a programme around it.
I began to devise the programme, focusing on works by British composers, but
quickly realised that all the works I had chosen took their inspirati on from a place,
region or something tang ibly Bri tish. As a professional musician I spend my life
interpreting scores and painting pictures with music, and it occurred to me that
combining images of the inspiration behind each composition with the music might
influence not only the duo's interpretation, but also give an audience a heightened
listening experience.
lt has always been a passion of the duo to devise vivid programmes, and present
them in original ways. Contemporary works can often challenge listeners, with their
unfamiliar and seemingly incomprehensible musical language. Ta lki ng to the
audience about these works can give them a greater insight and perhaps a deeper
understanding of each piece, and I felt this process would be further enhanced when
combined with images, giving the audience an extra dimension to absorb the music
and appreciate the inspirati on behind the composition .
The project also gave me the chance to rekindle my interest in visual imagery which
I had neglected since I was a teenager. Music has been an all consuming career for
me and having the opportunity to combine these two discipl ines was an exciting
prospect. Photography represented a new personal direction, and I hope you enjoy
the results as much as I did creating them . Lastly, my sincere thanks must go to the
Finzi Trust as without its support, none of this would have been possible.
Mark Eden 2008
wwwedenstel l com

